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Development Impact Funds

A suite of SRI type funds that look at scale investing in commercially 

viable projects:

• Financial Sector Charter Fund

• Housing Impact Fund for South Africa (HIFSA)

• EVF – Entrepreneurial Venture Fund

• New Funds:

— Schools Fund (launching mid year)

— Housing Impact Fund for Africa (launching first quarter 2012)

— Incubator Fund (launching end 2011)



Housing Impact Fund South Africa

• DIF part of the Alternative Assets boutique of OMIGSA, a wholly 

owned subsidiary of Old Mutual SA.

• HIFSA focuses exclusively on housing – a R9.125bn fund.

• HIFSA, a partnership between OM, DBSA and PIC:

— Invests in greenfield, brownfield, end-user finance and any 

variant or combination thereof provided:

� It is at scale

�The bulk (>60%) reaches household income groups earning 

less than R16,000 p.m.

�The investment is commercially viable

� It is a JV with an appropriate counterparty

�The project is ring-fenced from operational risk



Housing Impact Fund South Africa

Key HIFSA Facts:

Current Commitments: >R5bn

Comprise:

— 70,000 new build units – 26 projects (43%)

— 41% rental units

— 16% end user finance

Joint Venture partners include:

Basil Read, Urban Space (Probuild/Renprop), Real People, Mayibuye, 
Southpoint, Circlevest , Transactional Capital, Randleases, MSP, 
Group 5 and others



New Greenfield Developments - Supply

Differentiation :–

• SCALE for good quality affordable housing units. 

— New Town – Savanna City ±18,000 opportunities (±R9bn)

— Urban Edge – Selcourt ±1,750 opportunities (±R450m)

— Infill – Randfontein ±748 opportunities (±R200m)

• End to end finance

— Share first risk

— Place significant Balance Sheet behind a deal to drive it to conclusion

— Ensure no stop start funding but then take a 50% stake.

• Value add

— Facilitate developer where OM has skills to smooth process

— What skills?

� Financial structuring, modelling

� Negotiation/mediation

� Intragroup opportunities are leveraged



Areas of Concern in Greenfields

Components

COMPONENTS CONCERN ? COMMENT

LAND NO We access appropriately priced land 

relatively easily

REGULATORY PROCESS YES Enormously problematic, time 

consuming with no predictable 

outcomes (can’t be confidently 

budgeted)

BULK INFRASTRUCTURE YES Increasingly need to take on the full 

burden of it

URBAN MANAGEMENT YES Needing to venture into this sphere with 

large projects

FINANCE END-USER 

FINANCE

Too few counterparties with track 

record and appropriate product that we 

can fund. Banks not consistent.



New Greenfield Developments – Regulatory 

Approvals

Require multiple and complex regulatory approvals –

— Township Approval (Ordinance or DFA)

— Environmental approval

— Signed Service Level Agreements

— Approved Conditions of Establishment

— General plan and SDP/building plan approvals

Time frames – 2 to 5 years

Cost – Approximately 20 – 25% of final development cost (>3 times 

land cost)

Process outcomes  - unpredictable 



Local Authority / Developer interface

• Pre development at land acquisition stage

• During all regulatory approval phases            

• During all bulk, link and internal infrastructure installation phases

• Hand over / completion phases  

• Maintenance periods

Service Level 

Agreements 

Ekurhuleni 

and others!

Sign –off and 

acceptance 

can take > 24 

months!



Critical Bulk Services  

Maintenance and future capacity investment

Large Shortage of Available Infrastructure

• Water – Karino but foresee problems

• Sewer – Bloemfontein, Kimberley, Savanna City, Mupine

• Electricity – Kimberley (?)

• Traffic/Roads – over sized?

• Storm water – site specific

• Solid waste removal – Sorted?

• Limited recent maintenance of existing bulk-becomes developer 

issue

Limited forward Investment Plans by Las

• Consequent attempt to offload even non-related infrastructure 

onto project costs

Inability to Contribute and Shopping List Demands



Examples

Savanna City, Midvaal – a NEW town 

of ±18,000 units

• Timing for regulatory approvals –

2007 to?

• Constraints; pros and cons of 

developing in a small municipality

• Solutions – Funding bulk 

infrastructure shortfall. 

Repayment from other developers 

and/or rates receivable but needs 

legal enablement



Examples

Selcourt, Springs

Service Level Agreements delayed 12+ months

Other developments & investment decisions in

this municipality ‘on hold’.

Nooigedacht, Mamelodi

Negative ROD under appeal

Bulk infrastructure and Service

Level Agreements (municipal boundaries)

Social impacts of a scale development not fully

understood



Consequences and Impacts Savanna City –

During Construction



Consequences and Impacts

Savanna City 

EMPLOYMENT (1 PERSON EMPLOYED FOR 1 YEAR)



Consequences and Impacts

Savanna City 



Declining Infrastructure Spend

FM article – 23 Dec 2010

Government’s pledge to invest in public

infrastructure valued at R811bn over three years has

yet to materialise judging by the gloom coming from

the industry, SA’s fixed-investment activity is fast

hitting rock bottom. Gross fixed capital formation, a

measure of total investment activity, dropped to

0,9% during the third quarter of 2010, from 1,3%

previously. Private-sector activity normally

comprises two-thirds of spending, but it has suffered

the most.

There are other areas of concern. Little progress has

been made on public- private partnerships,

including much - publicised hospital and prison

projects. Provincial and municipal spending,

hampered by funding and skills shortages, has come

to a virtual standstill, worsening the state of

existing infrastructure.



Declining Infrastructure Spend

FM article – 23 Dec 2010

Private building plans passed in SA 

were worth R53,2bn in the nine 

months to October 2010, 4,6% less 

than the same period last year

The apparent spending paralysis of 

critical government departments like 

human settlements has also 

contributed to the current freeze in 

investment, raising further concerns 

about the state of investment in SA. 



Urban Management

Scale developments vs local authority capacity to expand:

• Forecast requirement problems

• Working capital shortfalls

• Skilling needs

• Resource requirements to be met.

Possible shift to LAs wanting to have fully functioning set – up 

developed for them and then handed over at end of development.



New Greenfield Developments - Demand

Tentative market

Bank Mortgage Finance

Approvals 3:10

Few buyers have deposits and few qualify for 100% bonds

Credit impairment

HIFSA mortgage finance (HLGC & Integer)

Rent’n Buy – pilot

Installment Sale

HIP - pilot



New Build Residential Rental 

Developments

All the regulatory approval challenges outlined above unless land 

already zoned & serviced.

A further challenge –

• Low rental return on capital cost 

• High initial equity

• Limited debt sources and interest rates

Result – Very few private sector new built affordable residential 

rental developments



The Game Plan

Maintain existing bulk infrastructure optimally - it is a capital investment

Invest in future bulk infrastructure capacity – assisting the economy to 

grow at the same time and create employment opportunities

Enable funding mechanisms for developers creating additional bulk 

infrastructure

Implement effective time and skill management in regulatory bodies.  

Every delay means one relatively poorer person loses a housing 

opportunity to one slightly richer.



Old Mutual Investment Group (South Africa) (Pty) Limited

Physical Address: Mutualpark, Jan Smuts Drive, Pinelands, 7405

Telephone number: +27 21 509 5022

Old Mutual Investment Group (South Africa) (Pty) Limited is a licensed financial services provider, FSP 604, approved by the
Registrar of Financial Services Providers (www.fsb.co.za) to provide intermediary services and advice in terms of the Financial
Advisory and Intermediary Services Act 37 of 2002. Old Mutual Investment Group is a wholly owned subsidiary of Old Mutual
(South Africa) Limited. Reg No 1993/003023/07.

The investment portfolios may be market-linked or policy based. Investors’ rights and obligations are set out in the relevant
contracts. Market fluctuations and changes in rates of exchange or taxation may have an effect on the value, price or income of
investments. Since the performance of financial markets fluctuates, an investor may not get back the full amount invested. Past
performance is not necessarily a guide to future investment performance.

Personal trading by staff is restricted to ensure that there is no conflict of interest. All directors and those staff who are likely to
have access to price sensitive and unpublished information in relation to the Old Mutual Group are further restricted in their
dealings in Old Mutual shares.

All employees of Old Mutual Investment Group are remunerated with salaries and standard short-term and long-term
incentives. No commission or incentives are paid by Old Mutual Investment Group to any persons. All inter-group transactions
are done on an arms lengths basis.

In respect of pooled, life wrapped products, the underlying assets are owned by Old Mutual Life Assurance Company (South
Africa) Limited who may elect to exercise any votes on these underlying assets independently of Old Mutual Investment Group.

In respect of these products, no fees or charges will be deducted if the policy is terminated within the first 30 days. Returns on
these products depend on the performance of the underlying assets.

Old Mutual Investment Group has comprehensive crime and professional indemnity insurance. For more detail, as well as for
information on how to contact us and on how to access information please visit www.omigsa.com.

Regulatory Information
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